Strategic Plan 2019-2021

Introduction
SPVS can trace its origins back to 1933, when the Veterinary Practitioners’ League
was formed, later becoming the first specialist division of what was then the
National Veterinary Medical Association (now the BVA). It championed the interests
of practitioners, helping to secure their involvement in the emerging State Veterinary
Service as Local Veterinary Inspectors (LVIs). In spite of its name, it attracted
membership from across the profession including research workers, officers of
local and other authorities, and several professors.
Over the next 20 years it began to focus on the effective running of veterinary
enterprises, with a 1957 report concluding that it should be on sound business
and ethical lines. SPVS, as it was then, sought to lead by example, that remains
the focus today.
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When SPVS was formed business leaders were in the main veterinary surgeons who
owned practices, but now they include non-vet owners, corporate entities and joint
venture partners as well as clinical directors and leaders of other veterinary
businesses. They present a new range of needs and interests, which are at the
heart of our strategic plan for 2019-2021.

The SPVS strategic plan is a not a static document, but designed to evolve in
response to feedback from our members and the needs of the wider profession.
If you have any comments we would be happy to hear from you.
Please contact Chief Executive Nichola Watson on: nichola.watson@spvs.org.uk
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Vision
To create a culture of responsible leadership within the veterinary profession.
Principles of Responsible Veterinary Leadership
• Represent your group’s interests (beyond oneself)
• Consensus based relationships and decision making for mutual benefit
• Science based practice
• Wellbeing sustainable practises
• Sustainable and successful commercial practises
• Keeping concern for the care of patients, customers and team members
		 central in all business goals
• Equality of opportunity for business teams
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What is responsible leadership?
Put simply, responsible leadership is about making sustainable
business decisions which take into account the interests of all
stakeholders, including: owners/shareholders, employees, clients,
suppliers, the community, the environment and future generations.
source: Nottingham Trent University
https://online.ntu.ac.uk/online-student-experience/perspectives/what-is-responsible-leadership-and-why-is-important
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Mission
To promote our vision by providing tools and resources that enable members to
develop and expand their business and leadership skills.
Framework of development
We will continue to develop and improve our member services offering increased
value and support.
Our priorities for 2019 are:
1. Surveys
Our aim: to ensure our surveys remain first class, and the go-to resource for the
profession. Our surveys are a key benefit to members and we plan to increase their
usefulness by:
• Expanding their reach thorough offering to other professional bodies
		 Underway and ongoing through marketing, advertising in media publications
• Investing in tools to interpret the data and report on the results
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2. Digital strategy
Our aim: to develop a digital platform which will enable to members to connect and
provide valuable resources for business owners. Evidence of this available from
January 2019.
• Upgrade our website, with analytic tools to understand and respond to our
		 members’ needs
• Develop a resource library for veterinary businesses
• Provide online non-clinical CPD – SPVS CPD portal with a range of free
		 and ‘to buy’ modules available through member area of SPVS website.
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Mission
3. SPVS Business Course
Our aim: to be the primary resource for business leadership within the veterinary
profession.
We plan to develop an independently accredited course for business leaders. This
will be available online as a modular course that our members can access at their
convenience. To be available from Spring 2019
4. Investment in future veterinary leaders
As part of its commitment to responsible leadership SPVS has run the annual
Lancaster Students Seminar, to help final year graduates prepare for their first job.
A new programme is being developed in response to the changing demands of
universities. SPVS aims to deliver a different form to ‘Lancaster’ from Spring 2019.
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SPVS Educational Trust (SET)

SET was set up by a group of SPVS members in 1982 to advance learning and
encourage interest in the art of veterinary science, with the option to sponsor
individuals, educational schemes and research projects. It is overseen by an
independent board of trustees. In recent years SET has supported the SPVS
Lancaster Student Seminar and sponsored Graduate Reunions organised by VDS.
SPVS is committed to promoting the work of SET, enabling it to continue its
commitment to new generations of veterinary surgeons in practice.
We plan to do this by:
• Encouraging additional donations to the fund, both from individuals
		 and corporate sponsors.
• Publicising the work of the trust and raising awareness of the
		 availability of sponsorship.
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Integration
This framework will sit alongside our current membership offerings, which include:
• CPD:
		 - Our Annual Congress in association with VMG
		 - Regional CPD events and networking
• Surveys and Benchmarking
• Documentation for Practices
• Employment Helpline
• CV reading
• Wellbeing Awards, co-hosted with RCVS mind Matters
• Gradtrack – supporting new graduates in association with VDS
• Discussion group
• Newsletter
• UEVP Representation
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“

“

The heart of our Strategic Plan is to create a
culture of responsible leadership within the
veterinary professsion.
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